Project Name: Dana Hotel - Vertigo Sky Lounge (VSL)  
Item Number:  VSL-902-FP-A4

Project Number:  11.232  
Item Description:  Vortex Fire Pit

Issue Date:  9.25.12  
Area Name:  Vertigo Sky Lounge (OA)

Revision(s):  design changed from a 12"x12" to a 18"x18" due to windshield addition

Item Pricing:  $2,766.50  + crate/shipping/tax
Quantity:  2

Manufacturer:  Modern Rustic  
Source:  Ed Jaunzemis

Address:  9467 9th St., Unit D  Rancho Cucamonga  
Address:
CA 91730
Phone:  909.989.6129  
Phone:
Fax:  909.944.3811  
Fax:

Contact:  Ed Jaunzemis  
Email:  Ed@Moderustic.com
Web:  http://www.moderustic.com/

Description:
Vortex 18"W x18"W x 36"H Stainless steel fit pit with burners and windshield and reflective glass. Battery operated (4 AA batteries- add $685.00 for Electronic Ignition-110 volt or 24 volt). These will have to be delivered to Juniors Custom for VSL-304-MW Vortex benches for access and install by Millworker and Electrician.